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Write down your favorite movie and then your favorite game. 

How is the experience of watching your favorite movie different from playing your 
favorite game? 

Thought Exercise: Movie vs. Game



Movies, T.V shows, and books 
provide stories but lack choice.

Choice Makes A Difference

Story

Games can give a unique story 
based on a player’s choices.



A narrative (or story) is a series of connected events. 

What is a game narrative?

A game narrative builds on this by taking a player 
and placing them into the story.

Game narratives offer a variety of benefits that other 
media may have a more difficult time providing.

When creating a game narrative all these benefits can 
be leveraged to create a memorable experience. 

● Players can experience the story as an active 
participant.

● Players can impact the way the story is told.

● Players may influence how the story ends.



When it comes to creating a story for a game 
there’s six steps that can help break down 
this process:

Six Steps To Writing A Game Narrative

1. Brainstorming

2. Picking a narrative type

3. Defining the beginning and end

4. Setting goals for the player

5. Fleshing out the world

6. Creating a flow chart



Start by defining an overall theme for the game.

● Is there anything life lesson you want to 
teach your players?

● Are there any feelings you want them to have 
when they play your game? 

● Are there any games or other media that may 
inspire your own game?

Word association is a game where we list words 
to help build on our ideas.

Brainstorming Ideas

Courage

Nerve

Valor

Guts

Scare

Anxious

Petrified

Shock



Linear Narratives are straightforward and lack many opportunities to influence the story.

Narrative Types

The String of Pearl Narrative gives a structured story and provides freedom to explore.

Branching Narratives are a popular and complicated narrative type that give the player a lot 
of control over the plot and ending.



It’s a good idea start writing by defining how the game 
will start and how it will end.

Define the Beginning and Ending



Goals help construct that middle portion of the story for the player.

Set objectives for the player to reach so the game will move forward.

Determine what will happen if the player doesn’t reach those objectives.

Goals help progress the narrative and create options for our players.

Set Goals for a Player



We can establish the player’s character and the 
world they exist within.

Flesh Out the World

Player’s goals are motivated by who they are; 
consider things like the player’s name, job, and 
backstory.

Consider how real or fantasy-like the world will be 
and use the beginning, end, and goals in-between 
to create a map for the player.



A flow chart is a visual diagram that 
represents how the player is going to 
progress through the game.

We reference this flow chart when we’re 
coding to create our player’s choices and set 
up proper locations. 

A flow chart uses shapes to represent 
different points in the story and lines to show 
how the story will progress.

Create a Flow Chart Start

Go back 
to sleepGet Up

Wake Up

EndGo eat 
breakfast

Take a 
Shower



Review
● A game narrative is a unique narrative type that makes the 

player an active participant to the story and gives a varied 
amount of control. 

● There are six steps we can follow to create a narrative that 
include: brainstorming, picking a narrative type, creating 
the start and end, setting goals, fleshing out the world, and 
creating a flow chart.

● A flow chart is just a visual diagram that shows how a player 
will progress throughout the game.


